
AUTOBIOGRAPHICAL SKETCH - THRU WWII
OF

ROBERT H. REDFIELD

I was born November 5,1923, in Houston, Texas, the third child of Frank C. and Marie B. Redfield. My
father was an accountant for The Ford Motor Company, which at the time had a facility in Houston. We
were a happy middle class family living in a new two-story home in a new suburb of this fast growing and
bustling city near the Texas coast of the Gulf of Mexico. As I remember my ear$ childhood days, the
family was always at the forefront of the popular activities of the time - vacationing at the seashore, visiting
historical sites, the Texas hill country, and even Model-T trips to Southern Illinois to visit relatives. Life
was fun and good as a little kid. I would also spend many summer months at my aunt Dora's bay home at
Clear Lake on Galveston Bay. The population of Houston at that time was less than 200,000.

Then carne a bolt out of the blue when my father underwent a simple hernia operation - and it was
discovered that he had the fatal disease Leukemia! The doctors told my mother there was no cure and only
gave him 2 years more to live. That same year the stock market crashed, soon to result in a terrible
depression. So my father became unable to hold steady work because of his health as well as the depressed
economy, and needless to say, the family went from a very comfortable lifestyle to almost the bottom,
struggling hard tojust keep food in the house and a roofover our heads let alone proper clothing , doctors,
hospitals, and other medical costs for my dad. He died in 1935, one month and a few days after I had
turned twelve years old, but he lived almost five years after the diagnosis instead of two.

The struggle for my mother with three children to raise continued on and it was very difficult for her to pay
the bills and mortgage and keep enough food in the house - aside from school and clothing needs - even
though relatives did offer some help at times. She had found work as a sales person for World Book
Enryclopedia, but sales were dfficult during the depression and often few and farbetween. All through Jr.
High school my aunt Dora fed me lunch, as her home was only a half block from the school. Often this
was my best meal for the day but I just kept that to myself. I was soon in my teens and in high school with
little money or clothes to keep up with my peers even though I had worked in part time jobs in the winter
since my father died and in the summer as a drug store delivery boy and at whatever else I could find. My
school grades began to falter so I decided to quit high school and get firll time work t1 make more money.

The job I found was working as a ooprinter's devil" for a downtown printing company. They published a
small daily business newspaper and did mlrch of the local government printing. The hours were from 8:00
in the moming until 6:00 in the wening (sometimes longer), five and one-half days a week. My job(s)
were to clean the presses, run 'oproofs" of copy, melt lead "pigs" for the linotype machines from the old
g/pe slugs, sweep the floors, deliver reams of printed material (by foot) to various offrces around town, and
atry other menial task that they wanted to throw at me" The pay was $10 a week - a pittance in today's
terms but at the time much needed money and I was happy to get the job. So for the next year I worked
hard at this job and finally had money enough to run with the guys and gals and buy some decent clothes.
But the exposure of hard work and low pay made me rcalize how tough it can be to make a decent living
without an education which convinced me that I must go back and finish high school.

So this I did, keeping my job part time after school and throwing a paper route in the early morning hours
before school to earn enough money to keep me going. Along with summer school, I was able to gmduate
frorn high school in June 1942, six months after Pearl Harbor - just a little over a year later than I normally
would have. Although the year I lost was regrettable at the time, the experience was invaluable to me in
later life.

Now there was a war on and I had just turned 18 and of draft age. I knew I would be getting into the armed
service soon but first I wanted to enjoy a little freedom and make a litfle money after such a long ordeal
through high school. So a buddy and I hitch-hiked up to Amarillo, Texas to join some other buddies
working on the construction of a chemical plant near there to produce helium for the war effort. The pay
nas fifty cents an hour - that's $4.00 a day, and with all overtime over 40 hours at the rate of time and a
half. Wow! Of course it was menial labor again but so what! So I soon had more money than I had places
to spend it in the little town of Dumas where we were living! But as the days went on it became obvious



that I would have to get into the war - and if I was to pick mybranch of service I had better do so before the
draft decided for me.

So my buddy and I headed back home again and decided that we would join the Army Air Corp at the
nearby Ellington Field Army Air Base. They had a recruiting drive going on and we joined up in October,
1942 -bntwere not actually sworn into the Army Air Force until November 5,1942 - my l9th bitthday!
At that time of course the Air Corp was part of the Army, so off to Fort Sam Houston in San Antonio for
basic training with the regular aflny troops. Some six weeks later, back to Ellington Field for tests and
orientation in order to determine what each recruit was best suited for. Well I had originatly joined the Air
Corp because I wanted to fly, but really didn't know how that was to come about when I first went in. I
soon learued it was necessary to go through a process of advanced physical and mental tests to apply for
flight training. But before this coutd happen, they decided that I showed mechanical abilities and so would
train me in airplane mechanics. Therefore, they sent me offto Keesler Field in Biloxi, Mississippi for 4-
engine B-24 Heavy Bomber Mechanics school. Well I figured this would be good training for future flying
and it sure wouldn't hurt to spend six months there first - so jumped into AM school with enthusiasm, not
that I had much say in the matter anryay unless I took Cadet flying exams first.

Six months later then, June 1943, I graduated and was ready for Cadet exams for flight training. But - the
Air Corp again had other plans for me. I was now to go to aerial gunnery school to become a Flight
Engineer on B-24 Bombers. This would be about a 2-month course with training in 30 and 50 caliber
machine guns, open flexible mount as well as the various power gun turrets that were on the bombers. So
now my thinking was well O.K., gunnery school can't do any harm - besides it might be a lot of fun since
as a Texan I was kinda' nuts about guns anyway. So ofrI go to Laredo, Texas to gunnery school. And fun
it was. Learning to properly fire everything from BB machine $ms to skeet shooting, to 50 and 30 caliber
machine guns firing at fixed targets, and tow and splash targets in the slsy and the Gulf of Mexico. Of
coruse I had not even been up in an airplane prior to gunnery school. Then the first time up - an open
cockpit AT-6 trainer - I was to fire a side mounted 3O-caliber machine gun in the open rear cockpit at a
target towed by another plane. Well when the pilot heard the last shell fired out of my gun he did a banel
roll with the plane. Seems it was a standard joke with the pilots, but it scared the hell out of me! But it also
just whet my appetite to get into flying school.

Graduation from gunnery school woutd kick my rank up to Buck Sergeant with an MOS rating of aB-24
Flight Engineer - with the rank of Staff Sergeant to follow as soon as I was assigned to a flight crew and
Tech Sergeant when overseas. But, it was now the time to ffnally take my Cadet exam for flight school.
So, together with another buddy of mine that had been patiently waiting for the same opportunity, we took
our written exams. We both passed easily but lo and bohold I was told I had made the highest score ever at
Laredo Army Air Force Gunnery School. I was sure happy with this, but figured it was mainly because of
the prior training I had had in mechanics and gunnery schools. Anyrvay, I had already obtained the three
letters of character recommendation that was necessary and now it was time to tske one more physical
exam before entering cadets. Of course I figured that would be no sweat since I had been given and passed
many exams before in order to be a flight creurnember and knew everything was in good shape there. But
my elation of finally getting to learn to fly turned me dumbfounded when the Flight Surgeon called me in
to say that he had noticed a slight problem with night vision during my eye exams with what he called
"accommodations'". He said "I will go ahead and pass you on your physical but I want to warn you there
will be many more physicals down the line in flight school and if another flight surgeon comes up with the
same thing, it is very possible they would wash you out". He said "I'll glve you exercises that may help
correct this problenr, but be forewarned ofthe possible consequences ifit doesn't help".

Well that put me in quite a dilemma. If I go on to flight school I then lose my rank and become just a
*cadef' candidate for a commission as a second lieutenant - which comes with the wings of a pilot once
you complete training. But if not, I could be back as a private again in the Army - with the worst scenario
being malte not wen back in tho Air Force and just Regular Army. What would happen to me then would
be totally beyond my control. Well I mustered up all the intelligence that a 19 year old could gather and
finally decided I could not take that chance - so offto Davis Monthan Field in Tucson, Arizona to become
aB-24 Flight Engineer on a heavy bomber crew. What a disappointment! Woe was me. But, I knew I
couldn't dwell on this stroke of bad luck so sucked it up and went on to Arizona to whatever may be.
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Meanwhile I was diligently doing the eye exercises the Flight Surgeon had instnrcted me to do - just in case
they might bring it up in one of my future physicals as a crew member and ground me from flytng all
together. Fortunately though, it nwer came up again.

So now I'm assigned along with 9 other guys to be a new 10-man hearry bomber crew member. All heavy
bomber flight crews were then made up of four commissioned officers - pilot, co-pilot, navigator and
bombardier - and six enlisted men - flight engineer, radio operator, two assistant flight engineers and two
armorers. All tlre enlisted men were to man 50 caliber machine guns when engaged in combat. The first
flight engineer was always assigned to the top turret above the flight deck since his job was to help keep the
ship's operating systems properly functioning when in flight. This gun turret was a ldartin Electric with 2
frfty-caliber machine guns - the best turrst on the ship I felt.

Well damned if they didn't decide to put me in the ass end of the airplane as the tail turret gunner -
nowhere near the flight deck where the pilot, co-pilot, engines, instruments and all the other operating
action was. Hell, another bad kick in the butt! Howwer, the crew s€erned to be a bunch of real good guys,
so I figured I just had to suck it up again and make the best of it. But after two or tfuee training flights with
this crew I knew that to continus on would just gall me forever and I had to do something. If I couldn't
become a pilot I wasn't going to be satisfred with just riding in the tail and firing twin ffies when in
cornbat. I wanted to be the best I could be for the training I already had, and if I couldn't I wouldn't have
anything to lose to go on and acce,pt entrance to cadets. So I went through the proper channels and made an
appointment with the Operations Officer - the man that ran the show at the field and the only one that could
make the decision - to see if I couldn't get reassigned to another crew as First Flight Engineer.

I don't remember his name but he was a Major and a much older pilot. When I finally got in to see him I
coutd immediately see that he was not a man to listen to minor bpefs of subordinates or grant any favors
without good reason. After the required attention and salute, it was "well what do you want sergeant"? I
began by saying that I had been assigned to a crew as a tail gunner 3rd engineer and wanted to see ifl could
be reassigned as a First Engineer on another crew. He kinda' got red in the face and said, "what makes
you think you should be a frrst engineet''? I replied that I didn't go through B-24 mechanics school just to
sit in the tail of the airplane and do nothing but fire machine guns. Well with that he began asking me
questions about the B-24 airplane. I assumed of course that he thought he would easily show me up and
brush me offby testing rny knowledge of the ship.

Pilots generally know a lot about the airplane that they are flying but they rarely have studied all the
mechanics and systems of the B-24 ship as we had - so I was able to readily answer his questions. Then he
asked me "what is the most important change in equipment that the new B'24H has that the B24D did not
have". I pondered the question for a minute and then answered with the on$ thing I could immediately
think of - the *de-boostet'' for the braking system. Well he looked surprised and I could tell he was now
impressed. And then he said "You're right sergeantl Tell you what I will do - either I will reassign you to
another crew as first engineer, or I will send you to Officers Candidate School to become an engineering
flight line commissioned officer. But, you don't have to give me an answer right now, so you think it over
and report to me in the morning with your decision ".

Boy, this really floored me. I really thought he was going to reprimand me for having the gall to buck his
initial decision and boot rne out of his office, but instead gave me what I wanted in the first place along
with a hell of a lot more. The only problem was, line officers don't flyl We called them "gravel

scratchers" and although commissioned officers, I c,ouldn't see myself gling up flytng. It was really a
tough decision for me to make and also against the advice of all mybanacksbuddies, but the next morning
I went back, thanked him vory much but told him I would much prefer to continue to fly. So he said O.K.
sergeant and he right then and there had his junior officers (gravel scratch€rs) put me on a new crew as
first engineer.

So I was now reassigned to a new crew as their first engineer and I began over again the first phase ofour
flight tmining with another crew. This was about the end of July, 1943, and for the nefr several months we
flew night and day bottr higl and low altitude rnissions out of Davis Monthan Field, practicing bombing
runs with "flour" bombs, cross country navigation to other bases, gunnery runs, shooting landings,
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emergency stalls and procedures, night flyrng, navigation, and much, much more. And on the ground we
had aircraft recognition, instructions on ditching in the ocean crash landings, and high altitude oxygen
training in a decompression chamber. There were at times accidents and crashes but I do not recall any
fatalities while I was there. Come to think of it though, I do remember an incident on a flight with my first
crew. One of the guys in the waist suddenly decided to jump out - and off he goes into the wild blue
yonder. We watched him floating down in his chute and then lost sight. The pilot was notiffed and he
radioed his position to the base. I understand later that he was picked up O.K, but don't know what ever
happened to him. Probably grounded and shipped offto the infantry - maybe the paratroopers!

There was little time for much recreation in town but then we were hard at work flying and learning as
much as we could. There was nruch to know about each of our jobs and working together as a crew.
Whenwer we could we would head to town to dov'.n a few be.ers at one of the bars, but did little else in
torrn for recreation. As I remember, women were pretty scarce in town. Too many G.I.'sl But tlrat's
another story. Of course there were movies and live shows on the base from time to time so that was about
the extent of our recreation. Even though all of us were in our teens or early twenties, I think we soon
began to realize the seriousness of our lot in this war. After all, it was our lives that were and would be at
risk although we never wen thought of it. The stories went that the life of an aerial gunner in combat was
only 15 minutes - but that just seemed to us to be stupidly exaggerated. Depending on the context you take
it in, today it doesn't seem that far from wrong!

Then in October, 1943 our initial phase was over for Tucson and we left for Second and Third Phase
training at Westover Field in Springfield, Massachusetts, where we then repeated all we had been doing
along with much high altitude formation fl1rng with the 16 planes of our 756th squadron as well as the
whole 459th four squadron group of 64 airplanes. In Decernber however our phase training was cut short
and we were sent with brand new B-24H's to the staging airfield Mitchell Field outside of New York City
in preparation for fl1rng overseas. We all knew of course that there must be a pretty heavy reason for
cutting short our training, but no idea what. One thing I had learned unequivocally during that time though
was that I was very fortunate to have been assigned to fly with an extremely good and dedicated pilot. He
was older, in his middle twenties, and had a good head on his shoulders. In later years after flying through
the war with him, I had come to realize he surely was one of the best B-24 pilots in the Air Corp - bar
none! No doubt his flying ability and cool head saved our lives more than once.

At the time of leaving the staging area, we didn't know what theater we were heading for but being on the
east coast, figured it would be England and the Eighth Air Force. Then on January I, 1944, we flew offto
West Palm Beach, Florida; rested overnight and refueled, then off again with only a new navigation
heading and sealed orders to an overseas destination. Out wer the ocean we eagerly opened our orders and
then learned we were headed for Africa - to become a part of the newly forming l5th Air Force to operate
out of ltaly. We were flying what came to be known as the "Southern Route" - to Trinidad, Belem, Natal
and then over the South Atlantic to Dakar on to the west "Gold Coast" of Africa. Then over the Sahara
Desert to Marrakech, Algiers and Tirnice and then to our final destination of Giulia Field at Cerignola,
Italy. But first there was a hitch in this ove$eas trip for our crew. Going wer we were not flying in
formation or as a group - but instead were sent out by squadrons (4 squadrons - 16 ships each) at different
intervals for each plane. It seems one of the previous ships had gone down and was lost somewhere over
the ocean while in route and our squadron was dispatched to search for it. Consequently, we made an
additional first stop at Borinquen Field, Puerto Rico. When leaving the next day our ship was the last in
line for take off with the C.O.'s ship next to last. As he lined up at the runway end for takeoff he braked
too hard with his heavily loaded ship and the nose wheel collapsed. So he unloaded and reloaded and tmk
our ship, leaving us there to wait on repairs of his airplane; a delay that granted our crew several weeks of
do nothing play and relaxation on the beautiful island of Puerto Rico before continuing on our journey.

The trip over kept me wide+yed as I had never been out of the states, and the beautiful Caribbean and
South American coastal towns were all exciting places with new things to see. On arriving in Africa, the
odd shaped trees seemed to be growing upside down - roots where the leaves should be. At least I
remember they appeared that way to me. And the natives were so black they were blue - and all spoke
French, not English. For the flight over the desert we carried extra gallons of water ' just in case - and the
sky was clouded with dust up to 15,000 feet. On the other side of the desert at Marrakech, the town was
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like out of a movie - with a walled Casbah the inner city. We spent the night there and slept on the plane
for the ship's and our ovm security. We were warned that if we went to town to be sure and carry our 45
side arms - and don't let sundonn catch you in the Casbah. The people in there didn't seem to be too
friendly - just stared as you went by - so nobody had to tell me twice!

Our next stop at Algiers gave us time to go into town there and have a drink at a sidewalk cafe. Again,
French spoken here. Along comes a little kid that just stood at our table and looked at us while pulling and
eating legs offwhat looked like a big brown dead grasshopper. Typical dumb Americans that we were, we
felt sorry for this little kid having to eat such trash and gave him money. On$ later did we learn that
roasted grasshoppers were a delicacy for these grrys. No doubt he had pulled this trick many times, and
was just waiting for some more green G.I. suckers like us to come along.

Then on to Tunis and off into town, where tlte MP's picked us up for being out of uniform and took us to
the pokie. Seems General Patton had put out the order that all the army personnel had to wear ties in his
war zone. Wee didn't wen wear ties on the base stateside! So it took a while to be rescued after calls to the
powers at the airfield to verifu our orders and get us out. And finally, on a cold bleak day in February,
1944, we finally landed at our new B-24 air base destination: Coffee Tower, Giulia Field, Cerignola, Italy
- and together with our 756th Squadron of our 459th Bornb Group joined the 304th Wing of the 15th Air
Force. We were now literally in combat in WWII!

The field had only one runway, north and south, and only 4500 feet long. It was not paved but was what
they called *hard turf'. Neither were the hardstands to park the ships paved nor the taxi strips. We soon
learned all became slippery clay mud after a hard soaking rain - and no one could fly in or out for a day or
two until it drid up. It seems it had been a German fighter strip prior to our ground forces taking Southern
Italy, and the field remained hard turf for all my tour of missions.

Adjoining the airfield was an almond and olive orchard, around which were open fields where the Italians
would grow wheat. And in these.fields were bivouacked in tents all of the flight crews, all of the
mechanics and ordinance personnel, as well as all ofthe other support branches that were needed to feed,
cloth and supply the basic needs of all of the Group. I am not certain of the mrmber of personnel in the
Group but the combat crews alone were 640 men. I have always heard that it takes ten men to get one man
in combat, so very probably all told tlere were 5000 or so on this base. The few permanent buildings that
were tlere were used to house Group Operations, mission briefing and debriefing gatherings, and other
necessary firnctions that needed better shelter than only tents in the mud fields. The base was close enough
to the front lines that sometimes on a still night you could faintly hear the "boom'o of the big guns.

The pilot, co-pilot, navigator and bombardier of each of the crews were housed in one tent while the rest of
the crew (6 gunners) were housed in another. We slept on canvas army cots with straw filled mattress
covers, with one comfoder and one blanket but no sheets or pillows. We used our fleece-lined heavy flying
suits for pillows and additional cover. There was no electricity, no running water, no heat, and no nothing.
All the comforts of home - 10,000 B.C. that isl It was up to us to improvise the best we could to improve
our living conditions. So as time went on we learned to rnake floors out of wood from frag bomb boxes,
obtained kerosene lamps for light from the locals in exchange for soap or chocolate, and made great heating
units out ofdripping 100 octane gasoline through coppor tubing into the bottom ofan inverted 55 gallon
drum placed in the center of the tent. Water was from 30 gallon cloth "lister bags" hanging at various spots
throughout the area that the mess hall kept filled - which we generally gathered in our steel helmets and
heated for shaving and bathing. Toilets were "eight and twelve holers" inconveniently placed here and
there. No top or side cover of,course, so if you had to go in the rain or snow - you had to go and made the
best of it. As you can see, we had none of the comforts of stateside military quarters, or as we later learned,
as was eqioyed by the 8th Air Force in England. Later on when things settled down and we had time for a
trip into town, we discovered that a sort of respite had been set up there with REAL SHOWERS! So about
every two weeks or so we were able to get into town and treat ourselves to a good bath.

Flyrng a mission wasn't just going out and taking off. The English flew the night missions and we the day.
Each combat mission would stert at tlree in the morning. Since all were airtime of, six to nine hours, it was
necessary to get off as early in the morning as possible. First chow with powdered milk, powdered coflee
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and powdered eggs - and always with Spam. Then off to briefing to learn what the target would be, the
route to be taken there and back, anti-aircraft artillery flak to be expected, where to expect f,ghter attack, if
and where we were to get fighter escorts, distance and time to targgt, your position in the formation, etc.,
etc., then pick up art escape kit with money, maps of the countries we were to fly over, morphine and other
good stuff - then pick out our parachute (chest, seat, or back pack) and ride out injeeps or trucks to the
flight line to the plane we were to fly. All missions were high altitude, 20,000 to 25,000 feet.

Each member of the crew would preflight his own equipment that he would use in the flight, check guns,

ammunition and oxygen, and the Pilot and Engineer would preflight all the outside surfaces of the airplane.
Often there would be a pop-pop-pop-pop - where some eager gunner mistakenly let offa few rounds when
checking his guns. The pilot and co-pilot would then go through the preflight check list while the Engineer
started the auxiliary power unit under tho flight deck so that there would be electrical power to start and run
the engines and other equipment on the ground - and then one by one all four 1200 H.P. radial Pratt &
Whitney engines were started and rewed up and checked for proper operation. There we would sit on the
hardstand until a green flare from the tower signaled for the lead plane to taxi out to line up at the runway'
with each ship then pulling out behind and following in unison. At the first light of dawn, another green
flare signal would be given from the tower and the first ship would set itsbrakes and rev up its engines to
firll power for take off - then release brakes and roll down the nrnway to (hopeftrlly) get air born before
running out of runway. Each ship behind would then follow the same procedure at 3O'second intervals.

The only problem with our dirt field was that after the first ship was heading down the runway you couldn't
see more than a hundred feet or so ahead because of the tremendous dust clouds that he was throwing back.
I would always hold my breath when we full throttled into the dust cloud down the nrnway that the guy in
fronthadgottenoffandwasairbornl Ifnot...!Idon'trecallthatwerhappeningatourbase,butwedid
have one crash at the end of the runway that had to be cleared before more planes could take off- and one
that took down the hazardous power lines about a mile from the end of the runway that shouldn't have ever
been there in the first place. Needless to say, to the relief of all of us they were not replaced.

After take off, each plane would circle around the field until atl were up, then get into formation and head
for the rendezvous point to join the other Groups of the Wing, and so on with other Wings to the proper
heading. It was quite an operation to get some several hundred ships in prcper formation and heading at
the proper time in the proper direction. Sometime going to a target, planes were strung out as far as the eye
could see - front and back - eight hundred to a thousand in all. I should add that each of us seemed to have
our own little superstitions before a mission. I was no exception. I made it an unwavering "must" before
closing the top hatch over the flight deck to always give a'thumbs up" to the ground crew waiting on the
side of the hardstand for us to taxi out. Often, the dust kicked up by other planes was so thick I could not
even see them nor they me, but it was given anyway!

Quite often on takeoffs on a mission there was some plane and crew from one of the other Groups that were
stationed near that didn't make it ofrtheir runway, or couldn't maintain power and altitude with their heavy
load of bornbso crew, equipment, gas and ammunition. You would see the heavy black smoke and orange
flames in the distance signaling that someone had crashed. Aud sometimes there were collisions on the
rendezvous from the congestion of ships - too low for anyone to parachute out in time. Takeoffs and
landings were always a very dangerous part of a mission with 3000 gallons of l00-octane gasoline and up
to 8000 pounds of bombs at takeoff- and with damage and fatigue comingback. Getting up in the air and
down again wasn't all that eaqy.

My pilot had made a short mission as co-pilot prior to our first mission as a crew. This was generally done
in order to get all first pilots fanriliar with procedures and "get their feet wet" as fast as possible. But our
first as a full crew was with the Wing to Monte Cassino in support of our glound forces, on March 15,
1944" The infantry was having a tough fight trying to advance up the "bmt" towards Rome, and the
Germans had been holed up for weeks in the mountains and particularly the Monte Cassino Abbey
complex. This was a very quick mission because of the short distance, but no opposition from either flak or
fighiers. But all of us were very apprehensive, nervously chattering on the intercom until the pilot finally
came on and told us to shut up and get off. We were supposed to make a double mission to the target that
day but the second was called off. I think it may have been because we later heard that some of the bombs
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had been mistakenly dropped on French troops in the area. So the first wasn't much of a mission to say it
was our first taste of combat. But, that was soon to change!

March would be the rnonth that our crew would begin to learn what air combat with the Germans was all
about. Two days after Cassino, Saint Patrick's Day, March I7, 1944, our squadron was hit badly on a
mission to Vienna, Austria, where we lost three ships and crews - among which was a good friend of mine
from Houston that I had gone through all of my training with. My crew and I were not on this mission, but
two days later we and all the Group were sent to hit Klagenfort, Austria - my first real baptism to enemy
fighters and heavy and accurate flak. Then another mission to Steyr, Austria a few days later. I remember
thinking the night after my first very rough mission, exhausted and laying in my "sack", that there was no
way I could possibly ever make fiffy missions. The realization of "what am I doing here" with the
emphasis on tlre "I" had really struck home. Obviously, I was doing what I had been trained to do - with
two rough combat missions just the beginning of my aerial fight with the Germans!

The Steyr, Austria mission was my 5th ' and almost my last * where the whole Wing was to destroy a very
important ball bearing plant. Almost to the target over the Austrian Alps at some 25,000 feet, the
formation began to make a slow right turn to avoid conflicting with another Group at the same altitude that
appeared to be crossing our path in the distance. The weather was marginal and hazy and our position in
the flight was on the inside of this turn, forcing oru turn to become tighter and tighter therefore slower and
slower to stay in formation. From my pilot's diary is this accounting of what came next: "It was obvious
that I was going to have difficulty stayrng in position. As a result I had lowered flaps, and even dropped
my gear as I slowed down to about 120 miles per how trying to hold position. Finally it got impossible to
hold and I stalled out. As I attempted to regain flying speed by pushing the stick forward I was flipped on
my back. As the turn had steepened, the second attack section of the formation had under-run the first
attack section and as I pushed the stick forward to recover from the stall I had fallen into the prop wash of
E Flight. It was the prop wash of this Flight that flipped me over on my back. Now flying inverted I fell
off into a tail spin. Remember we were only about 3 hours from take-ofr and were still carrying a frrll
bomb load. I attempted a normal spin recovery but to no avail. I then tried again, however I gave firll
power to the inside engines and this broke the spin, When we recovered from the spin we were flying
down a valley well below the mountain tops. The ship was vibrating badly and from my inspection from
the tail the skin of the fuselage had severe wrinkles in it. I could see that the whole tail assembly was about
15 degrees from horizontal. We then climbed to get over the mountain tops and headed for home".

And from my tail gunner's diary he had written that night: "Today is the closest I have ever come to death.
I believe that the only thing that saved us was God's unselfishness in letting us live to fight for peace and a
democratic way of life. We fluttered through ano&er formation of planes as if we were a piece of paper.
One plane we only missed by about 30 feet. Only the grace of God and good judgment on the part of the
pilot saved us". (I should note that I never before had heard Georgie make any kind of patriotic remarks).

My memory of the event is that we had fallen thirteen thousand feet before recovering. I was unaware of
tle cause of our plight at the time and came out of my turret onto the flight deck not knowing exactly what
had happened, other than we had lost power. As the only thing I could think of to help, I scrambled to turn
all the fuel control valves to cross-feed - then was glued to the floor as we pulled out of the spin. If we had
not been over a valley, the crew and the ship would still be scattered somewhere on a remote Alpine
mountain top. On the way back to the base we dropped our bomb load in the Adriatic, and after a
precarious landing, the ship was towed to the scrap yard for salvage parts.

Around the first of April the word came down from Headquarters that all of our missions to Germany,
Austria, Hungary and Romania, as well as other extremely hazardous targets beyond a certain radius finm
our base, would be deemed as "double missions" - a two for one mission! Only a month in combat and we
had already lost 7 ships and 70 crewmen! No doubt someone else besidee me had flgured out that to make
fifty missions (50 sorties) in our theater of oporations would be impossible! This would bring our mission
tour down to around 35 sorties, a more reasonable figure to shoot for. But judging from the last two
Austrian missions, still way out of reach. The number of missions established for each theater of combat
during the war had been theoretically based on twice the number of missions the "average" crew could
survive - and our l5th Air Force in the new Mediterranean Theater prwiously had no statistics to support
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the number that had been arbitrarily assigned to it by the top brass in the states as 50 missions. So - the
adjustment in the field to right an obvious wrong was sorely neededl Because I had already made 2
missionS that could have been rated doubles by the new standard my tour actually would have ended up as
52 although I was only creditsd with 50, but with 37 sorties! By the end of the year I944,long after I had
returned to the states, tlre *50 mission" quota was scrapped altogether and just s€t at 35 missionslsorties.
So with the more decent weather that spring was now grving us, olu Air Force was beginning to hit hard
and heavy at German targets t}roughout Southern Europe and the Balkans.

All of our missions were high altitude, over 20,000 feet, where temperatures were 20 to 50 degrees below
zero Fahrenheit. Oil refineries, railroad marshalling yards, aircraft and other manufachring plants were
prime targets and heavily hit. Of conrse they were heavily defended too with 300 to 500 heavy 88 mm.
anti-aircraft guns throwing up a concentrated barrage - as well as fierce attacks by German fighters. Early
on the Germans would put up all sorts of air defenses at us with all sorts of aircraft. There were a number
of attacks by Ju-88 twin-engine figlrter/bombers that would follow our formation, lwel and out of range of
our fifties, and lob rockets into us. The missiles would burst with a small red flare and very black smoke -
a tell tale sign of rocket attack - since flak had its own distinctive shell burst signature. As the months went
on, these attacks became fewer as our figlrter escort became more prevalent and the Ju-88's were no rratch
for our P-51 's and P-38's.

In early April we made a second trip to Steyr, Austria - this time all the way. It would be best described
from my pilot Dabbert's accoturting. I quote:

"It was quite apparent that this was a maximum effort mission because there were airplanes werywhere.
One strange phenomenon that I noticed was a group of B-17's flying about a thousand feet lower than we
were and about a half mile ahead of our group. I had a grand stand seat while a queue of about 15 German
Me-109's and FW-190's concentrated on E Flight in the B-17 formation and proceeded to shoot down the
entire flight. While all this was going on I was switching back and forth between the bomber and fighter
channels on VHF and heard some one hollering 'there's a son-of-a-bitch on my tail, get him offmy tail'.
With that I looked around and saw a p-:8 with his flaps and gear down in a tight turn coming right toward
the 459th formation. You could see that the 20 millimeter shells from the FW-190 following him were just
missing the P-38's tail. The pilot of the FW-190 was so concentrated on the P-38 that he failed to notice
how close he was coming to our formation, and as soon as he came within range I think that every gunner
in the formation opened up on him. In a flash he exploded not more ttnn 150 yards in front of and below
my aircraft. With that the P-38 pilot pulled up under my left wing and proceeded to pull up his flaps and
gear, and with a grin and a wave he gave it the gun and disappeared into the fray."

And further: "The air over this target undoubtedly had more airplanes per cubic meter of airspace than any
I had ever seen. I recall seeing Me-109's, FW-190's, Me-l10's, Me210's, Me-410's, Ju-88's andFW-
200's in the air. The FW-200's were flyrng at 30,000 feet or higher and were obviously calling down
information to the Flak batteries because the flak was exceptionally accurate. "

My position in the top turret in combat over enemy territory caused me to have to cover a half sphere of
360 degrees - all directions - which forced me to be constantly on the move looking for "specs" in the
distance. Most attacks in my area were from the front, Me-109's or Fw-190's, from around ten to two
o'clock high - but it would have been foolish for me to ignore the other areas. If I didn't pick them up as
mere specs way out in the distance, they would be in and gone in seconds. You can easily see how at that
distance if they were coming in at 400 plus MPH and we were heading at them at 200 MPH or so - I could
be looking in the wrong direction and they would be through us before I would know they were even there.
Of course our own fighters were in the air too but if a wing lit up on anything out there you knew they were
the enemy coming in and shooting at you. I hate to admit it but more than one fighter had gotten by me
before I would pick him up I had once followed and fired at an Me-109 as he rnade his pass through the
formation and as I swung my guns around to the front again here came another tlrough right on top of me!
I'11 swear he couldn't have been more tlran 50 to 75 feet from me coming tlrough our flight in the instant I
saw him. I still remember the intent look on his face - glued straight ahead. He would have been a certain
"kill" for me - but I guess his "guardian angel" was working for him too! I have often wondered if he made
it through the war.
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It should be said that we flew very close formation with our squadrons - often no more than 50 feet off
wing tips - which I felt was really closer than necessary. This close formation though was for two reasons,
to give a very tight pattern on the bomb run and to coilcentrate firepower from our gunners and discourage
enemy fighters from passing through the forrnation. As you can see, a fighter coming in high from the
front would have the top turret as well as the nose turret guns (4 fifty caliber machine guns) firing at him -
plus all of these turrets on the other ships in the formation. This was deadly firepower - provided you
picked him up in time. I remember one enemy fighter exploding in our fornation as he was trying to come
through. Fortunately, he didn't take any one of our ships with him as would sornetimes happen when one
of ours blew in the formation" And then there was the first fighter I shot down - boy was I elated! At
debriefing I was surprised to hear there were 3 other gunners on other ships claiming the same kill. I knew
damn well I had shot him down 'but hell they did too! So that was the end of claiming any more fighters
shot down for me. I always felt those German pilots sure had a hell of a lot of guts flying into such a
barrage of SOrcaliber machine gun fire. But then mayb it was mutual admiration with their lethal 20 mm
cannon and 7mm machine guns firing at us!

While talking about fighters, we loved to have P-38's as escort because they were so easily identified at
great distances with their twin tails - and ws didn't have to keep watching them to see what they were.
Later on in the summer though we had more P-51's as escort. No flies on them but harder to identify at a
distance. In fact, we gunners were reprimanded for shooting dovr'n our own fighters - not recognizing in
time that they were P-51's instead of Me-109's. Of course they soon learned that we would shoot at
anything that turned itB nose at us so they fied to stay clear with their chase. I should also mention that at
one time in the early days of our missions, our Group C.O. took our tracers away from us - saying he
thought we were using them too much to siglrt by. With all the bitching this brought forth from the
gunners, I think that only lasted for one m:ission. It gave us grcat satisfaction to see those tracers heading
for our target - whether the enemy saw them or not.

My perspective from sitting in the top turret enabled me to take in much of the action. When the bomb bay
doors were opened to start the bomb run, we were always in heavy flak and the enemy fighters had broken
away from us so they wouldn't be hit. The Germans would often tlrow up white and different colored flak
bursts way above our formation to signal their fighters to break off for their anti-aircraft fire. So there
wasn't much for me to do but sweat out the flak during the bomb run. From my turret I could look down
through the open bomb bay doors and watch the bornbs fall all the way down to the target and explode. I
think I had a better view at seeing their accuracy than the bombardier did in the nose, and it was always a
relief as well as a thrill to get rid of our bombs and watch their destructive power. Of course you could
never hear the explosions being five miles up and with all the other noise going on.

There was anotler reason for watching the bombs drop. Sometimes some would hang up in the bomb bay,
and I would have to get down out of my turret and get out on the bornbbay catwalk and try to get them out
of there. Not easy when you consider we were at high altitude, on oxygen, and the cat walk being only
about 12" wide between bomb racks on either side. With all the heavy clothing and boots, Mae West life
jacket, parachute harness, oxygen mask and intercom wiring and slip stream howling around you, I would
have to move very precariously between racks to get to the bomb(s). I had to get offthe oxygen connection
at my turret, and then sometimes go back and forth to the flight deck to breath o)iygen from a walk around
bottle that I didn't have room to take with me. Most of the crew wore thcir flak jackets, but I just sat on
one piece of mine in my turret and wrapped the other around my chest pack parachute sitting in the corner
of the flight deck. So I didn't have that to contend with in moving in and out of my turret for whatever
problems that miglrt occur.

On one of these bomb release malfunctions we were carrying a double load of fragmentationbombs. Each
of these bombs was about the size of a very large fire extinguisher and looked kind of like a tightly
compressed coil spring. They had a spinner on the nose, designed to spin so many rwolutions on their way
down and then jump off. In so doing, they became firlly armed and when hitting the ground would explode
into a million pieces of hot metal. This mission was to an airfield loaded with planes on the ground. The
bombs were bundled together in a large cluster of ten or so bombs, as I remember, but we had a double
cluster on each release hanger on the bomb racks. Well, two of these clusters hung up * one on a ftont rack
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and another on one of the back racks. They were hanging there, with their qpinners just spiruring away -
scaring the hell out of me that they would soon become armed and ready to explode.

I quickly got down from my turret and shut the bomb bay doors by the control under the flight deck to stop
the slip stream ftom turning the qpinners - then called the ball tarret gunner Frenchie on the intercom, who
was an atmorer and knew the bomb mechanisms, and whose turret was in the back bottom of the plane, and
told him to come up and help kick out the hung up bombs. I instructed him to take the back cluster and I'd
take the front. He was there in a flash, and I then opened the doors and we both got out on the catwalk and
clirnbed up on bomb racks and began stomping on the clusters from above to dislodge them. His went out
easi$ and he returned to his turret, but mine didn't. I would hold onto the rack with one hand and hold a
spinner with the other and bounce up and down, but they wouldn't budge. All of a sudden I began to
realize that I was literally hanging out of the plane at some 20,000 feet in thin air without a parachute! One
slip and I was history.

Frenchie wore a flat back pack chute and could get in and out of his turret with it on, so back to the flight
deck I went to sttut the doors again, clip on my chute and take a few breaths of orygen before going back
out again. It4y bornbardier remained in the nose, for whatwer reason, oblivious to our problem with his
bornbs. But my navigator, hearing the problem on the inlercom, had crawled up to the flight deck from the
nose and was watching all the astion - but not budging to ofrer any help. When I was ready to go back out
with my chute on, he leaned over and yelled in my ear o'what's the matter, got shit in your blood"? Well
the whole damn ship was ready to blow from a bunch of run away frag bombs and this guy jokes about my
putting on my chute while I'm desperately tryrng to save our skins - and he just sits there like it's fun and
games! Needless to say, I wouldn't be here today to talk about it if I hadn't finally been able to get those
bombs out of there before they blew - but no thanks to a nutty navigator who later admitted that he really
had not realized the gravity ofour siflration.

On another occasion ofbornb hang up, we were carrylng a load of 100# bombs - dropped on an oil refinery
outside of Vienna, Austria. Two of them hung up. During the return trip I was able to pry one of them free
but in spite of my efforts, the other remained stuck. The pilot decided we would go ahead and land anyway
which we did. When our landing gear touched the runway there was a pretty good jar - and sure enough
down came the last 100 pounder right through the closed bomb bay doors onto t}re nrnway. Thank the
Good Lord it didn't explode! But up go the red flares from the tower halting all landings until tlre "live"

bomb couldbe removedfrom the runway.

The mission destination for our bomber crews was always secret and unpredictable. Some of our missions
were what we called "milk runs" - whereas there was little or no flak and no fighters. Generally these were
missions to secondary targets in Italy or Yugoslavia. But we didn't know where we were going until
briefing that morning when tlre "curtain went up" revealing the target on the big map for the day's mission.
When it was Germany, Austria, Hungary or deep in the Balkan states, there was always a groan from the
crews waiting to see, knowing it certainly would be a rough one. As the spring edged into summer, the
weather improved considerably where tlrcre were fewer "abortions" while in the air to a mission due to bad
weather closing in. There was no credit for aborted missions. So our missions became daily if the weather
permitted, and we sometimes flew on consecutive days which could become exhausting if they were long
ones. Also, if there had been heavy losses for a particular ctew, or to a particular crew position, those
airmen available were called on to fly more than two straight - regardless of the crew they belonged to.
This happened to our navigator and bombardier that found themselves flying often with other crews. They
were headed for finishing their missions much earlier than the rest of our crew, exce,pt both were shot down
flying "fill-ini' with other crews. As luck would have it, our navigator was on his 50th mission when shot
downl It was only years after the war that I learned that both had survived however and as P.O.W's.

Although anlrvhere from 200 to 800 (and more) ships may hit a particular target, obviously we could only
go over the target in much smaller groups. The rest would be $trung out following behind for their turn.
Depending on where you were in the total formation of bombers, there were times when you could ser the
target way offin the distance to &e side of you. This was because you did not always approach the target
d:irectly, but maneuvered to an initial point (called I.P.) from which to start the bomb run. The Groups of
ships going over th€ target would be completely obscured by the flak bursts that were being thrown up at
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them. It would look like th€y were flying into a dark storm cloud - which would occasionally dump a
plane down through its treacherous billows.

Early on in our missions before the 15th had strengthened its fighter force, German fighter attacks could get
pretty hairy. They would work through your Grcup and then come back for more. Stragglers from tlrc
forrnation, for whatever the reasons that forced them to fall out, were highly susceptible to attack. With a
healy force of bornbers strung out for miles, the German fighters, maybe 40 or so in their bunch, wotrld
concentrate on one particular Group of bombers in the formation. So there could be heavy fighter attacks
on that particular mission, but not necessari$ to your Group on tlre same mission. I watched in the distance
such attacks on otlers - always wary that a swarm would leave to come hit ours. So one Group could have
healy losses on a mission while another could have none from fighter attacks - but all going over the same
target.

As time went on and we had more and more fighter escorts, it was really a ball to watch the dog fights a
mile or two above and away from us. I really had a ring side seat for those spectaculars from my top turret.
Those guys did one hell of a job protecting us from German fighters and it was always a thrill when they
would show up out of the blue! We gunners however, much preferred a fighter attack rather than a flak
barrage. We could shoot back and try to stop fighters. But there was nothing you could do with flak but
ride it out. If you could hear the bursts, you knew they were too close for comfort. "B-o-o-m" if they were
real close and would jar you're your airplane. A "w-h-o-o-m" if a little more distant. Even over the loud
noise of the engines, it reminded me of a similar sound when I was a kid and we would throw gravel at the
neighbor's tin garage - as the bursts spewed their lethal shrapnel on the ship - sometimes playing havoc
with vulnerable hydraulic and electrical lines that were everywhere. Never once however, did our
formation ever back offfrom our target because of the flak, but barreled on through come whatwer!

Ifever one ofour planes in the Group was badly damagod, bad gas leak, on fire, or other obvious reason it
could not continue on, it was expected procedure to try to get out of the formation so the ship would not
blow and take others down with it - and also to enable the crew to bail out safely if need be. There was
always a sick feeling in my stomactr when seeing a ship blow up or going into a diving sprn and only 2 or 3
chutes coming out. And I think the worst was watching a gW that had bailed out with his chute on fire and
going down with just a trail of smoke above him. The word among the crews was that if you were badly
shot up and had to abandon ship that if you would let down your landing gear the German fighters would
leave you along long enouglr to let you bail out. Our crew never had to test that tale though and somehow I
rather doubted it. After the war I remember seeing a movie clip from a GErman fighter that was shooting
down a B-17 - with its gear down!

Early on, the first few rough missions I made really scared the hell out of me. But the value of good
training came to fore as I just seemed to automatically go into action - like I'd been there before. Funny,
but I could never see myself getting killed. Youth I guess. tsut on the other hand, I couldn't fathom my
being able to last 50 missions either. As the missions came and went, it might be hard to believe but it
began to be just like going to work at a job before the war. I was certainly apprehensive to all tlrc dangers
that were there but the fear was gone. At least that was my own e4perience with conibat.

To give an example of how training takes over, it was again in April on a mission to Bucharest, Romania,
my 10th. Our Group came under heavy fighter attack by about 30 Me-109's. Again my pilot's diary:

"At the appropriate time we picked up our fighter escort and proceeded on to the target. As we got closer
to the target I noticed a grcup of fighters that looked like P-51's flying offour right wing toward the head
of the formation. Although they were carrying drop tanks and appeared tobe friendly, I called the gunners
on the interphone and cautioned them to keep an eye on that group of fighters. By this time we bad reached
the I.P. and had turned on the bomb run with our bomb bay doors opened. As I kept an eye on that group
of fighters they proceeded to fly beyond the head of the formation, something that our escorts were
instrusted not to do. Short$ after passing the head of the formation they made a left turn toward the
formation. At that point we could see that they were Me-109's carrying drop tanks so they would look like
P-5 I ' s. As they crossed in front of the formation they turned to make a nose attack. "
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In my top turret I had also been following that flight, and as they made their attack the first Me-109 through
put a number of 20mm. cannon shells in us - one in the leading edge of the wing betrveen No. I and No. 2
engines. But at first none of us on the ship knew this. When the gunners in the tail fir$t came on the
intercom tlut they smelled gas, I got on and yelled "Don't fire your guns - don't fire your guns", realizing
of course the danger for explosion. I then got out of my top turret and into the bomb bay where the fuel
seemed to be coming from * and was immediately drenched in gasoline that was swirling werywhere like
from an open garden hose under full pressure. With ow borhbs still there I couldn't see to locate, so got
back up and on the intercom and called to the bombardier to get rid of the bombs so I could move around.
He did immediately, but toggled them out one by one - electrically * at the automatic one second intervals
instead of dropping them mechanically (salvo) all at once which he could have done safely.

My heart was in my throat when I saw this - knowing one little spark and wc were goners - but I had to
wait while each of the 12 - 500# bomb release solenoids was activated and each bomb dropped. Once they
were cleared and I could move around, I still had no clue as to where the gas was coming from because the
wind was swirling the gas around so badly it appeared to be coming from werywhere. I knew it must be
coming from the wings because all the gas tanks were looated there. They were self-sealing tanks with a
raw rubbef section in the lining, but could not seal big holes, But where were the holes? So I got back up
on the flight deck not knowing exactly what to do now, but expecting a bail out comrnand to come from the
pilot. As I got on the intercom again to advise the pilof just then he came on and said "I'm losing fuel
pressure on No. I engine". With that the nose gunner }Iale rmrst have spontaneously turned around in his
nose turaet to look and said "there's a big hole in the leading edge of the wing between No. I and No. 2
engines".

Well because I had gotten back on the intercom and Hale said what he did and wlren he did, along with the
pilot's fuel pressure remark, I then figured where the gas leak must be coming from and what to do. I knew
tlnt fuel lines to the No. I engine were in the leading edge of tho wing and so the "hole" must have severed
the fuel line. Instead of going to the engine it was running back through the wing into the bomb bay - a
river of 100 octane gasoline. Of course neither the pilot, co-pilot nor myself could see the hole or the
leading edge of the wing from the flight deck because the No 2 engine obscured our view, and if Hale had
not looked from the nose and said what he did at the very moment I was back on the intercom, I don't think
we would have figured it out before being blown to hell and back. The whole ship was a bomb waiting to
explode from the heavy, hot flak we were now taking sver the target. After knowing where we were hit I
then knew how to stop it and I cut the gas supply to that engine by turning offthe No. I fuel control valve
located on the flight deck. What a relief to linally stop that wild flow of gasoline!

It dried up in a hurry and Dabbert feathered the prop, so we now had only 3 engines and were leaving the
target area. It was taking firll power on all of them to stay with the formation, and having lost nnrch fuel as
well as what was left in the No. I tanks that we now couldn't get to, we were faced with the possibility of
running out of gas and ditching in the Adriatic * or an alternative of leaving the forrnation when we got into
Yugoslavia where the chance of enemy fighters picking up a cripple would begin to diminish - then taking
a shorter heading for home. The pilot chose the latter, instructing all of the crew to dump overboard
everything that wasn't tied down to lighten the load and save fuel - guns and ammunition included. This
we did and he called "Big Fence' on the radio - the Allied Emergency Station for just such emergencies -
and by triangulatiorg they shot a *flx" on us and then gave a diroct heading to take to ow base. Dabbert got
the plane down on the deck and we crossed our fingers that fighters wouldn't find us. If they had, we
would have been "dead meat" with no guns to defend ourselves and at very low altitude. My memory is
that we landed with only about l0 minutes of fuel left - and had beat the rest of the Groupback to the base.
On close inspection, we had taken six 20 mm. cannon hits in our ship from that Me-109 pass.

We had many close calls during our tow with the Fifteenth Air Force - individually as well as the ship -
where near misses were e4periend by all of us. Anyone that flew combat in the area at that tirne I'm sure
had similar e4periences. It only took one mission to go dovm, and losing a crew on their first mission was
not unusual. It goes without saying that there were no atheists in combat and I certainly was no exception.
My prayers were o,ften - and always before take-off- and they no dpubt helped trernendously to get me
through. Mail from home from loved ones who would say they werg praying for my safe return was
always a welcomed uplift too. I guess in the final analysis if you survived you could say it was luck - or
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that God had other plans for you - or it was fute. Training zurely was a big help in emergencies too, but it
seems to me it all boiled down to if you were in the right place at the right time you made it! I have nwer
since had an experience in life that even came close to the emotional feelings you have in combat in war.
And on finishing my final mission, never has there since been the wonderfirl exhilaration of relief that was
felt on landing and exiting the plane for the very last one of my combat missions.

Spring had come and I always liked the Spring season of the year the best at home. And it was beautifrrl in
Italy. From the air the huge fields of red poppies growing wild were quite a sight to see. They even grew
wild around our tent and our radio operator Frankie would always pick one to take on our mission (his
superstition). Then occasionally just as striking would be a solid field of yellow marigolds. The Ginnie
kids would come around with green tomatoes to sell along with their almonds * and later oranges. "Hey

Joe - Or-ang-jez". That would be their cry. Always it was "Hey Joe" about everything * then the hand
signals and their ltalian jabber. It appeared that if a kid was old enough to hold a cigarette, he smoked.
And a bottle of vino and a loaf of black bread also seemed to be the 'olunch" diet of everyone no matter
what the age. We had by now worked out with the kids that came around, to supply us with whatever they
could to help fitlfill our needs. These young kids were allowed on the base" but oldor adults were not. So
they would take our laundry to their home for their sister or mother to wash - and insure the righl party got
back the right clothes by marking each garment with a thread stitching "code" of their own. Cost to do our
laundry was generally a bar of soap - which they had no other means to obtain and which was more tlan
enough to do their own laundry too. During the winter days their supply of raw almonds - that we would
roast over our gasoline drum stove - was a welcome supplement to our army chow. So the fresh fruit and
vegetables were quite a treat. Occasionally they would also bring in California potatoes that we would fiy
in olive oil. The potatoes we learned had been firrnished to them from the U.S. as "se€d" potatoes to help
them recover from the war - that they convenienfly sold back to the troops.

Our Group now seemed to be hitting on all cylinders and the Air Force began to step up attacks on the
major targets. One of which was a Me-109 fighter aircraft assembly plant in Bad Voslau, Austria. Our
crew had hit this target with the Groqrp earlier in April and had met aggressive fighter opposition and
suffered substantial losses. But the bornbing results were not what was desired, so now about a week later
we were going after it again. This time Colonel Munn, the Group commander, led the mission and it was a
perfect run with what appeared to be the best bornb pattern cwerage of our operations to date. Sure
enough, the higft altitude P-38 intelligence pictures taken the next day showed complete destruction of the
target * for which the Group was later awarded a Presidential Unit Citation. Opposition was about the
same but our losses were light due to the heavy and excellent escort coverage of our P-38's, P-51's and
P47's. It was said the plant turned out 100 aircraft a month and we were very proud of its destruction.

One of our missions in early summer that should have been sort of a milk run, turned out to last for days. It
was to Genoa, Italy. On the way to the target we developed engine trouble in #4 engine and lost all its oil -
and had to feather it but made the run O.K. Then #1 and #2 started cutting up and throwing oil and losing
power so we decided to land at a medium bomber andfiglrterbase on Corsica in the Tlnhenian Sea instead
of trying to get over the mountain range on the coast of Italy back to our base. We were making our
landing approach to the field when we noticed a tall engine changrng scaffold too close to the runway for
our wing to clear. Dabbert gave firll throttle to our remaining ailing engines to pull up. My posifion on
landings was always kneeling directly behind the pilot and co-pilot, calling out air speed. The ship didn't
respond and we kept descending. Obviously, if we couldn't make it up we would hit the scaffold or nrn out
of runway, so were betrveen the devil and the deep blue sea. At the last second we began to gain altitude
and were barely able to putl up and go around. They cleared the runway and we made another approach
and landed without incident. We waited 6 days for repairs and then our Group sent a plane after us -
figuring that was long enough for a free vacation.

A lot happened while we were there though. Corsica was a beautifirl and mountainous island, so we
decided to explore. We spent a day hiking up into the woods and came upon an abandoned German
artillery position. The 88mm. guns had been removed but all kinds of stuffremained. There were quite a
few live shells laying around and a jillion spent brass casings. We searched around and also found a few
German "potato masher" grenades. Like foolg we picked up one and threw it * then realized that was kind
of stupid. Among other things, some of the stuffmay be booby-trapped. So we decided to leave. But - I
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wanted a souvenir and carried one of the live shells back to the base with me. I would lug this thing around
until leaving Italy to go home - then let it be since I couldn't find anyone to disarm it for me. Why didn't I
just take a spent casing? On the way back down the mountain we camo upon a beautiftrl little stream
flowing down with pools of clear cold water. In it we could see huge fish swimming - assumable trout.
The next day I borrowed a WWI Springfield rifle and amrqo from some guy on the base and we went back
to the stream to go "fishing". Well we shot all our rounds of ammo without gettlng anything. Couldn't
figure out the right distortion of the fish in the water - or the depth they were. But a lot of fun anyway.

On the wening we were to leave on the plane the Group had sent for us, my nose gunner llale and I were
driving a jeep to the plane when we heard a small explosion and saw a B-25 on fire. Within seconds 50
caliber ammo began going off* then a huge explosion that almost knocked us out of the jeep. Parts of the
ship flew werywhere and flames shot up some 5,000 feet. It seems they were loading 1000# bombs and
something went wrong. Five men were killed and a score more injured, several very seriously.
Fortunately, none ofus were close enough and escaped any ir{uries.

So offwe go back to the base to resume our rnission schedules. When we got back we found we had been
listed as missing in action and someone had ransacked our tent. They stole knives, candy, cigareftes, sun
goggles, toilet articles, flying gear and just about werything of any value. We figured it must have been
some ground crew people that did it because we couldn't irnagine a flight crew doing such a thing.
Besides, much of that stuffthe flight crews had anyway and there was no need to steal that from someone
else. So we fooled the saints again on that mission and had fun doing it!

June was almost upon us and we had now made 30 something rnissions. Then on May 31st we were
scheduled for our second run to the Ploesti Oil Fields. This target was said to have the heaviest anti-aircraft
artillery protection of any in Europe with 400 to 500 88mm. ack ack guns - and as it turned out, I don't
think they were lying. After all 1/3 of all the oil needed for the German war machine was produced at these
facilities and they weren't going to let it be destroyed if they could help it. So both the fighter opposition
and flak was intense, but we made it through intact and our Group only lost one ship on this mission.

The next morning our pilot informed us that our crew had been selected for 5 days of rest and relaxation on
the Isle of Capri. It was quite a surprise. As far as I remember, we were the first crew frorn our squadron
to go on R. & R. and it was sure a welcome respite to the grind of combat flying. So offwe went by truck
to Naples on the west coast of Italy on the Tlnhenian Sea. There we boarded a small sail boat and along
with another combat crew from a different squadron, leisurely sailed to beautifirl Capri - 20 miles or so off
tlte coast. Talk about a small world, the crew on board with us was the one I had opted o,ffof their crew in
Tucson in first phase training. They had also made it through this far, but that was the first I had ever seen
of them since phase training and would be the last. I don't know if they were able to finish up or not and
don't even remember their names, but am sure they were part of our 459th Bomb Group.

As a kid I had always heard of Capri and there was a popular song from the twenties or thirties *On The
Isle of Capri" that I used to play on my harmonica. So this was going to be a treat. We landed at a little
harbor that afternoon at the base of the mountain island and immediately boarded the fimicular nearby - a
cable tramway that ascended to the city on top. There we were escorted to a quaint hotel and given rooms
overlooking the water. Real beds with sheets and pillows and private batlrooms! It also had a little
balcony to go out on and view tlte area. Man this was something regardless if nothing else came next. But
we spent five wonderfirl days there seeing most of the island, and visiting the sidewalk cafes and drinking
vino and listening to Italians sing and play the accordion and violin. We would go swimming at a small
beach near the harbor where the water was clear and cool, and discovered the remains of a brick Roman
bath that once was there. No telling how many centuries old those bricks were.

We visited Anna Capri on the very top of the rnountain where there was built a beautifrrl old chapel called
San Michael, and later explored from the water by a small boat the Blue Grotto - that was located s€ven or
eight hundred feet directly down below Anna Capri. Inside we inspected the spiral stairway that was
cawed throug*t the stone from the grotto all the way to the top * which we were told in ancient times was
an escape route for Roman emperors that had villas there. There was only a small hidden opening above
the water for entry, but once inside the light from outside was reflected from the water underneath the
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riatural stone sides to reveal and tight up an extensive cavern - that glowed a beautiful pale blue color from
tlre water. It was a world farnous sight and very striking.

The second day we were there all the bells began to ring all over Capri and Ama Capri - which we soon
learned was celebrating the fall of Rome that day, June 5, 1944. And the next day was June 6, D-Day, the
invasion of Northern France by the Allies. We all knew this was fiow the beginning of the big push the
world had waited for to begin to hop€fully end the war with Crennarry. Of course while there we saw all
the sights that were there to see including the homes of some of the celebrities of the time - such as
Mennen (Soapy) Williams and if I am not rnist ken Fred Allen. But we really most enjoyed doing nothing
in the cool ambiance of a place that was completely dwoid of any sign of war - except for all the uniforms
around. But no guns or regimentation. we were at libefiy to do anything we wanted to that was available
and really enjoyed the excellent food and drink without regard to military protocol or rank. It was truly rest
and relaxation!

It was hard to leave that paradise, but back to the realities of war we went. The first mission afterward was
a milk run, but we still lost a ship (new crew, fourth mission) on assembly over the field when it got into
the prop wash of another plane at about 3500 fset altitude and in front of us. The plane was tossed on its
wing and Dabbert had to do fast rnaneuvering to miss it and only by so many inches. Another close one.
All of the crew were killed when the plane hit the ground and blew up.

Then came a rough one to Munich, Germany, where we encountered intense and accurate flak andMe-109
fighters at several different times - at the target and on the return. No planes from our Group lost until we
started home and 2 collided in mid-air. One immediately disintegfated and the otherjust a crumple mass of
metal. According to my tail gunner's journal, 5 chutes got out of thern. On the way home another plane
ditched in the Adriatic Sea. He also noted anotlrcr plane missed us by inches again which seemed to have
become a comrnon occurre:nce of late. I should say that on this mission our pilot and co-pilot switched
seats - where Woodrow Williams our co-pilot was pilot. At one end of our runway there is a toad, then a
stone fence about three feet high bordering a big wheat field. Well, Woody undershot the runway coming
in and the landing gear cut a nice swath in the wheat field. Fortunately, he was able to pull up in time to
clear the fence rather than having a tragic ground loo'p with the gear hitting the fence. After landing and on
inspection there was wheat All in the nose and botrb bay area that had entered from the open nose wheel
hatch.

It now appeared we were kind of on a pattern of a milk runs or two, then a couple of rough ones to Austria
or Hungary of Romania. It seemed maybe operations planned it that way. All of a sudden I began to
realize "Hsy, my missions are now in the forties * could it be ttnt I can make it after all"! I was now
beginning to sweat out my missions - and all they could do was throw the rough ones at us. Out of my last
five missions, four were doubles, but it brought my total of 50 to a head much sooner.

I don't knorp if the last one was the toughest of all or it just seemed that way. It was to a synthetic oil
refinery in Munchendorf, Austria, July 16, 1944 - and the flak was super intense. I don't rnind saying I was
super scared also and prayed to the Good Lord to just let us get through this one last mission. The honest
fact is thatjust then it seemed like an alley opened up betrreen the flak to let us safely through to the oth€r
side * and to this day I firmly believe that my pruyer is what did it. I do not recall what ships we lost or
what happened on the way back, but I do remember on landing I didn't even get out of the plane until the
last prop stopped turning. Then I got out and kissed the ground. I could hardly beliwe it, but we made it!
Now all I had to do was sweat out the truck ride to de-briofing - which I damn sure did. This time I
downed the double shot of whiskey we were all given after a mission.

Datrbert and our co-pilot and I, our radio operator Frankie and nose gunner llale, all finished together that
day. Ball tunet gunner Frenchie (*Mole" - from Pennqylvania) and tail gunner Georgie had finished up a
few days before. I told Dabbert at de-briefing that I wasn't worth a damn to anybody on that mission and
he replied "Hell, neitler was I". That night we got out our 2 ounces of "mission booze" that we had all
been saving after each one for the finale and let her rip. Of course we got drunk, but why not? We didn't
have to ffy the next day and the war was over for us. Hal At least over until we got back to the states and
headed for Japan. Wow again - back to the states and home!
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Now that our tour was over for us in Eur,ope, our thoughts were when and how were we to return back
home. Not much choice but to take the boat ride across the Atlantic since the ATC (Air Transport
Command) was not in the business of flying non-essential personnel back to the states. We had heard
however that it was possible for pilots and engineers to fly home taking dne of the old B-24 D's that had
been used early on in Africa - and had also been damaged when Mt. Vesuvius had erupted that year. They
were called "pink elephants". But both Dabbert and I ruled this out as too rislqy. Why take tlrc chance at
this late date with old worn out beat up airplanes that really were now only junk! So all of us were to go
home by troop tmnsport on about a two week trip.

Meanwhile, we just basked in our new found freedom and loafed around. That is until they began to call
on me to fly test hops. Regulations were that a B-24 could not fly unless a three man crew of pilot, co-pilot
and engineer took il up. Not one or two of them but all three. So whenever a plane was repaired from
whatever problem it had, it must be "test hopped" before being put back in service. Well such hops were
not entirely without risk but aside from that, I didn't now feel comfortable with extrasunicular flights of
any kind. Hell, I figured my luck was just about run it's course and didn't want to push it until after I got
home.

I could see the operations building ahut a mile away from my tent - where all flight orders came from.
So whenever I was "home" in my tent I tried to keep my eye on it. It was far enough away that they were
not watching me; however, I them - and whenever a jee,p left there heading in my direction I immediately
jumped into one the fox hole trenches we had dug long ago for German bornb protection and stayed there
out of sight until the coast was clear. More than once they were looking for an engineer for a test hop, but
not finding me in my tent, they went offto find another one. Hell, I wasn't about to take any more chances
than I had to and from then on my flyrng while still at our base was very limited.

So the orders came for us to ship out to a replacement depot that wirs located outside of Naples near
Pompeii at the base of Mt. Vesuvius for the boat ride home. We packed our gear, and with chalk marked
up all the walls of our tent with remdrks about "beware of the target at......." - or ']ou'll never make it
past... ..." - and all kind of nonsense to scar€ the green crew that would take over our abode. We were
really feeling our oats! The replacement camp wasn't a very comfortable base to be in but I figured I could
handle anything it took to just get home. Aside from air force personnel, there were infantry guys that had
been selected to go home on "rotation" - a relieffrom combat duty that had recently been put in for the
ground forces - similar to a mission quota for us I guess. It was August and very hot and dry and dusty -
with troops just stacked in tents waiting to move out. We soon learned however that all the naval ships
docked in the harbor trailing barrage balloons up in the air were sitting there waiting to finish loading and
sail for the invasion of Southern France. For almost two we€ks we waited, until final$ they moved out and
we boarded our troop ship "Sea Wolf'for home. One little incident that happened here has stuck with me
through the years. A young well tanned infantry private that looked like he was offa farm somewhere had
been very fidgety about being selected for rotation and leaving his buddies in his outfit to ship out. Just
before the ships in the harbor left, he took off from the replacement depot to rejoin his outFtt. "Hell I'm
going back and join my ouffit" he said. Guess he felt more at home with his army buddies that he had been
fighting with than he would with whoever was at his home in tlre states. Anyway, I don't know if they let
him back or not for that's the last we saw of him. Hope he made it all the way.

Aboard ship it was much cleaner than in the dusty depot, but we were really stacked in. We were three
deep with our bunks, one on top of the other. When settled down, someone came around and asked if we
wanted some sort of nonsensical *duty" while on ship to while away the time - so I said O.K., and they
sent me down in the storage area where all the food was. There were huge bins of cans of this and that,
boxes of this and that - seemed like there was werything that you would wer find in a large grocery store,
only more of it. And I guess it was when you consider they had to feed thousands of people for several
weeks. I can't remember wer doing anything down there but snooping around and sampling all the good
food. I really spent most of my time on deck, unless I was hungry!

The boat trip home was to be from the Tynhenian Sea out to the Mediterranean and through the straits of
Gibrattar - then on the open Atlantic to New York harbor and home. Not much to do on board hrt play
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cribbage or poker, or look at the ocean. Smoking at night on deck was prohibitedbecause there was a total
black-out order. We had a "baby flattop" as escort and some other ships here and there which were
destroyers I think. German subs were still very active in the Atlantic but troop ships had No. I priority for
protection.

The seas got pretty rough at times with waves so high you would see the escort ships and then you
wouldn"t. Many of the troops on board were sea sick most of the way and I really felt sorry for them. But
the flying personnel were used to the same thing in flying - in the air instead of the water - so it didn't
bother us. One thing I learned in a hurry was that at the latrine (head on ship) the urinal is a long trough
some 30 or so feet long. It always had an inch or so water in the bottom of it. Don't get on one end or the
other to take a leak with the ship rolling like it did in rough seas * otherwise you would get soaked! I guess
the guys in the navy were warned of this very early on.

So the trip over the green Atlantic was mostly just a new experience in a long line of experiences in my
army life. No sub attacks or emergencies that I was aware of. Finally one late afternoon we came within
sight of land - with the one magnificent standout on the horizon being the Statue of Liberly. That was
really a grand sight to see coming into New York harbor. Back home again in the good ole' U.S.A.! Wow!
After docking that evening though they kept us on board all night, disembarking about mid-morning the
next day. I had said my goodbyes to the guys and had a good talk with my pilot before leaving. All the
army personnel boarded tlre ferry to New Jersey and Camp Kilmer, where we were processed with orders
for our next base and home. Most of the troops had called their homes the first chance they had with a
telephone on the docks, but I decided to wait to see where I was going and what my orders were. So from
Camp Kilmer I was sent by rail to an anny camp in Louisiaru as my first stop for home, and given a 30 day"delay in route" to report to a Army Air Field in Lincoln, Nebraska. From Louisiana I wired home to my
mother that I was back in the states and would arrive home the next morning. I still have that telegram that
she saved all these years. I think they knew I was on my way home anyway since they hadn't heard from
me for several weeks - but knew I had finished my missions and would soon be leaving ltaly.

My mother, my brother Frank, sister Helen, and my girl Betty met me at the Southern Pacific station in
Houston the next morning. It was quite a reunion. They told me I looked like hell - skinny with my skin
all yellow from the Atabrine tablets we took daily to ward offmalaria. Gee thanks! Needless to say, I had
a ball for the next month while home on leave. Betty and I would make the "High Hat" club just about
wery night, dancing and drinking and visiting with old friends until the wee hours. Betty would go to
work the next morning and I would sleep 'till noon or so. Then we would do it all wer again that night.
As often as he could, my best buddy Kenny would join us from nearby Ellington Field where he was still
stationed after we joined the Air Force together several years earlier. I think I spent almost all the money I
had saved while overseas just doing the town - some $800 - a bunch of bucks in those days. Finally the
fiulough came to an end and I was offto Nebraska for re-assignment. This was October, 1944, and the war
was still in firll swing both in Germany as well as Japan. I frgured sooner or later I would be heading for
another tour - this time for the Pacific. The saying among the troops was "back in the states in forty'eight"
meaning of course the war wouldn't be over until 1948.

At Lincoln I was re-assigned to Mountain Home Army Air Base in Mountain Home, Idaho - a B-24
training base some 50 miles or so outside of Boise. It was a kinda' bland air base on a huge flat plain
nestled between a range of mountains. It was not very appealing to look at nor was the little town of
Mountain Home. It seems they were sending there all of the B-24 engineers from the l5th and 8th Air
Forces that had completed their tour of missions. I ran into several old buddies I hadn't seen since my early
days of A.M. school and gunnery, and they were sure a sight for sore eyes. We learned we were to train as
engineers on the new super bomber just coming into production called the B-32. They were designed and
being made by Consolidated Air Craft Company the same as the B-24 - but a super bomber to compete
with the Boeing B-29 that had been in production some time and in use in the Pacific.

Within a few days the first B-32 arrived on the base. It was quite an air show when it came in - showing
off its power by circling and feathering an engine with each circle. It would finally be flying on only one
engine. In going through this ship on the ground I was really impressed. It had a pressurized flight deck
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the same as the B-29 with a special third seat and instruments for the engineer. I really looked forward to
flyrng in her but didn't get the chance and she soon left the field.

A few days later I was given orders to fly to Scholl Field in Galveston, Texas - to be temporarily stationed
there as aB-24 engineer for general flying duty. What a pleasant surprise! Maybe someone was doing me
a great favor, but I never knew who it was and went for that in a big way. Galveston ftying duty was a gut.
All experienced pilots and mostly short hops when they needed you to fly. I would show up at operations
at the flight line in the morning and if they had a hop for me I went. Otherwise, the rest of the day off.
What a deal. So off to Houston I would go until tlre next morning reporting to Operations. This was in
November, 1944 and, it went on until late December when I was called back to Mountain Home. I never
could figure that one out although at the beginning I had been told my duty in Galveston was only
temporary. In the meantime, Betty and I and my buddy Kenny continrrcd to do the town.

Back in Mountain Home they put me into training new B-24 Flight Engineers with new pilots and new
crews. No more talk of going into B-32's and we nev€r saw them again. Occasionally I would fly on a
*round robin' with an experienced pilot for whatever the reason - like short trips to San Francisco and Los
Angeles. I really er{oyed these trips - seeing new country and new cities. One trip to Fort WorttU Texas in
the Spring of 1945 was particularly enjoyable in that we flew down the Rocky Mountain range, over New
Mexico and Texas, then up to Ft. Worth. An experienced combat captain from the 8th Air Force was my
pilot. He was a native Texan and his parcnts lived on a little farm outside of Dallas. He had decided that
on the way home he would buzz his house, and so briefed his parents on what time to expect him. We
came in at full power, less than a hundred feet right over their heads. They were just standing there in front
of the house waving. What a thrill that must have been for them.

Training green crews with green pilots at Mountain Home was at times a pretty scary job in itself. I think
they were scraping the bottom of the barrel with their new pilot material. They sure didn't know how to fly
the 24"s very well and a number of times I had to call stuff to their attention - like raise your flaps!
Meanwhile time went on and things got pretty boring, but Boise was a pretty good town and I would go in
often with some of my buddies. When surnmer came along I was able to get another short firrlough and
went back home again to Houston for a few days. Things were a little different at home then as my long
time buddy Kenny had finally been shipped out to another base to become a radio operator and since I
wasn't reaf to get married" Betty had decided to run offin another direction. All the old crowd I ran with
before the war were long gone offto the war all over the world. The wat was now in its fourth year and
although Germany had finally been beaten, there was still Japan to continue fighting. We were gaining
ground rapidly and taking back what we had lost to Japan at the beginning of the war, but we all knew that
sooner or later we would have to invade the home island in order to end it * and that would be very costly.

Back at Mountain Home again we still had no word on if and when we would transition into the new B-
32's. For whatever reason, it seemed to be a forgotten subject. So now we were just sweating out whether
we would go into B-29's or stay with B-24's and possibly go to the Pacific in them. Actually, I had had
about enough of where I was and what I was doing. The incentive seemed to be gone. As I was laying in
my bunk one afternoon in August listening to the radio and writing a letter, a news flash came on over the
radio. It said we had just dropped a bomb on a city in Japan, and it was 10,000 times th€ strength of TNT.
He was very excited in reporting this news. I thought for a moment fot that to register then yelled out in
the barracks - *TIfi WAR IS OVEBf'. Of course it wasn't over but with what this guy was saying, it
didn't take much brains to figure out that one plane load of bornbs with that sflrffwas like sending 10,000
B-24's over the target with conventional bombs. If this was actually so, no doubt the war was over - or
soon would be!

Well this was about all that was in the news now and a few days later we dropped another big bomb on
Japan. Everyone now just waited for their inevitable surrender - although we kept our fingers crossed.
And sure enough a few days later it was all over. Talk about this counffy reversing directions - wow! All
training flights were now cancelled, so we had to go up in Piper Cubs to get our minimum 4 hours a montl
flyrng time for flight pay. Before long the government figured out they were wasting money on us flying
so grounded most all of the flying personnel. So they had all these guys on their hands that were trained to
do nothing but fly but no more flying, so what to do with them. They were putting us in all kinds of
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screwball jobs just to keep us busy, so I went to the C.O: and got a job at headquarters as a t)?ist - thanks
to my high school typing coutses.

The government was trying to get thc people out of the services as fast as they could and had set up a"point" system to deternrine who went first. Points were given to the individual- serviceman for length of
time in the service, overseas time, cornbat service, and I think wen rnedals received. I wound up with close
to 90 points which meant I was due for discharge among the first. Less than a month later i was given
orders and transportation back to Fort Sam Houston in San Antonio, Texas - where I first took basic
training * to receive my discharge. Then a week or so after arriving there and going tlrough all the paper
work, pttysical exam, etc., and refusing the offer to stay in the reserves, f was mustiren ouiof the serviie.
It was september 22, 1945 - almost 3 years after I first signed up in the Air Force.

What a relief to now have to be accountable to no one but myself. Free as a bird to do whatever, whenever
I wanted. I don't remember what the discharge pay was, but it certainly was not very much. I took my
belongings in my B-4 and barracks bags and went out to the highway anO tritctr-hit ed the lg0 plus milei
home to Houston. fnaf njqllJ tqt offmy uniform and never wore it-again. That was the end of my Army
Air Force Service in World War II, the greatest war the world had ever seen - and hopefully the last.

The Congress of the United States during the war had passed what became known as the G.I. Bill ofRights;
whereas, all of those that served in the armed forces were given assistance to help them get back into
cMlian life and earn a lMng. Among these rights was a program to grant firnds to tr&p nose ttrat chos€ to
get a q$llege education. I realized when I was in the service that I needed to further my education, so two
weeks after I got out I enrolled at the University of Houston to study engineering. Five years and a lot of
sweat and work later, I was awarded a Bachelor of Science Degree in Architectural Engineering.

Before I end this accounting of my WWII experiences, I should mention that strange and puzzling things
would sometimes happen in corrrbat overseas. Some were later resolved affer tlie war, but oners stitt
lemain a rnystery. Since there did not appear to be a particular chronological spot in which to place these
incidents, I will do so now. The following are some tlnt are still looking for answets.

"Foo Fighters". Once on a mission to a target in Italy (don't recall just where), out on the left of my turret
at an unknown distance at about nine o'clock, lwel, I sighted three silver balls, one on top of two below,
that seemed to be traveling with our formation. As I wadhed, they slowly drifted in unisonbackto around
seven o'clock and then in an instant were back to nine o'clock again. i had no idea how distant or how
large these objects were, nor what they were. For some reason or other, I remember that it struck me that
maybe they couldn't evenly maintain our slow speed to stay along with us * and their solution was to drift
back then shoot forward again. Nothing so strange had I wer seen and was totally p;zzlr'das to what in the
hell was it! They made this maneuver serreral limes, and as I watched them as they came back to nine
o'clock again,fat outbeyondthemcameintomyview aP47 chasinganltaliantrvlacci2O2fighter. Icogld
not help but watch this as the P-47 quickly shot down the Macci with one good burst of his i' - 50 caliber
machine guns. As I looked back for the "Pa$m Shop" silver balls again, they had vanished and I could find
them nowhere. I had not called this out to the crew which I later certainly iegretted, for maybe they could
hqve shed some light as to what they were. As it was, they could onty iaise tfreir eyebrows when I later
related the sighting. The only explanation I have wer gotten is from other combat nyers that through the
years just called these mystery sightings "Foo Fighters" - unknown strange objects that sometimes
appeared in the skies during combat.

Returning from one of our missions in the Balkans, still in my turret but over the less aggtessive air space
of Yugoslavia, I noticed aB-24 that was tlnee or four hundred yards offto my right at i'6|ut four o,clock.
It seem€d to be edgrng closer to our formation. I assumed it was a damaged itraggter that had caught up
Tth lt and was edging in for protection, but I didn't recognize its markings. Wtren it was closer I noticed
that the waist hatch on the side of the ship toward me was closed - an enrehe$ odd situation for an arnred
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bomber in combat; however, I assumed the gunners closed it for some good reason. It followed us at about
100 yards out for several minutes. Just as we crossed the coast on to the Adriatic Sea, tlis ship abruptly
veered offand headed back into Yugoslavia and was soon out of my sight. So what was he - ftiend or zui
Where did he come from and where did he go - and why? Why was the waist gun position closed offin
enemy territory? I will never know the answer for sure but I can only guess it was a B-24 that had been
shot down and repaired, then used by German pilots for reconnaissance. Should I (we) have shot it down
when we had the opportunity? We'll never know.

Ittave often thought about the tremendous deafening noise that must have been heard on the ground frorn
all of those airplanes, all o-f thgse bombs exploding, and all the hundreds of ack-ack guns fi-ring - aside
from all the spent shrapnel and aircraft gun roundi that must have been raining down'from nJSrys ror
miles around * and aside from blown up and shot down ships that were falling*to the ground. Can you
imagine! But I have never talked with anyone that had experienced such a sfectacle is this must have
been.

Traveling at high altitudes in formation heading for a target and sitting in my turret, was often very
monotonous. For several hours just the drone of the engines and endlesily rotating slowly in my tunet
searching the skies for enemy fighters would almost be enough to lull me to jteep - iflhe realization wasn,t
always there that we were in enemy territory. But that didn-'t stop the thoughts roaming through my mind
otother things and the great music I would imagine that was coming thtoogh my ear p-hones. Sometimes
the music would be a wonderftrl full orchestra playrng beautiful chJsical music - andthen at other times
current pop tunes by Glen Miller. And then it would leave and I was back to reality again. Or was it reality
in the first place? After thervar I was really surprised to hear that other aerial g-*r* had e4perienced th!
same thing - and learned that it wasn't imagination after all. It was the nritistr Broadcasting Company
(BBC) sending out endless prognms of music on their radio stations. The explanation was this: As a kid
with a cheap radio "crystal set" and a pair ofearphones, I could pick up various radio stations around the
country. Move the little needle on another spot on the small crystal anA you would pick up a difrerent
station' Didn't understand why, but it was fun to play with. Seems most of the kids at the time had one.
So that is what was happening agcordrng !o the "experts". The fillings in our teeth were acting as crystals,
and tuning us in to bioadcasis from BEC radio stations. So that was quite a phenomenon. As Ripley
would say, "believe it or not"!

Very-early on in Italy before spring, our squadron commanding orfficer had ordered each crew to have one
r-nembgr sleep in their airplane to guard it from sabotage. For whatever the reason, the powers to be
thought there were real threats to the security of the planeJ. So with our 45's at our side, we did as we were
ordered and guarded the ships. But that lasted only for a few days and was then called off. After the war
ryd with the publication of- the biography of the 459ft Bomb Group written by Lyle McCarty, *Cofree
Tower", I finally learned the reason for doing this. It seemed we had a traitor in our midst - a tech-
lergeant in one of the ground crews. He had been caught placing small bombs in the wheel wells of the B-
24's at night while they were parked unattended on their-hardstands. Undetected, when the ship took off
for a mission and reached a certain attitude - or length of time - the bomb exploded bringing down the ship
and crew. They said he was paid $5,000.00 for each bomb he placed. There was no exp-lariltion as to how
he was caught, or what was his punishment.

FORT}IERECORD

I have written this biogxaphy primarily for all of my progeny that rury come down the line, and hope it is of
some interest as to my part in this great war. On both sides of my fanrity there are descendents that fought
in all of orrr country's wars since and during the American Revolution - including the Civil War, the Texas
Independence War and the Mexican War. Unfortunately, little of their exploits trad Ueen recorded for later
generations to read. I hope to end that neglect with this recounfing of myi4periences.

Before I closs I should say^! yas very, very fortunate to have been able to complete my combat tour,
gspecially all in one piece. Of the 16 combat flight crews of l0 men each that were in our-original 756th
Squadron when we left for werseas, not one crew was able to complete 50 missions intact. To my
knowledge, the seven of us that were left and finished up in my crew-were the most of any one crew to
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finish - others being here and there from their original crews. I must say that along with my bombardier
and navigator, our original assistant flight engineer was also shot down flying fill-in with another crew.
Although late in the summer, at the time I don't think he had completed more than 15 missions as he was
constantly being grounded for one "supposed" illness after another. He also became a P.O.W. You can
draw your own conclusions about his problem(s). I should also state that none of the seven of us sustained
any serious injuries in combat. As I finish this biography this day in June, 2002,I and my nose gunner
Lester Hale in Connecticut (former mayor of Ansonia, Ct.) are the only ones that are still alive.

Olrr 4591h Bomb Group had a total of 64 - B-24}J Bornbers with 10 man crews totaling 640 original
combat airmen that first left the states for combat in Italy in January, 1944. From that time through the end
of the fighting in Europe in May, 1945, our 459th lost one hundred forty-swen (147) bombers with 1,470
flight crew members killed, wounded or missing in action. This was a 230Yo loss in approximately one
year of air combat operations with Germany. (From "Coffee Tower")

General Nathan Twining, commander of the 15th Air Force in Italy during the war, said that from March,
1944, to March, 1945, the l5th lost over 2000 heavy bombers and 20,000 men * killod wounded and
missing in action. This was a I00Yo loss of its forces in one year as the original total compliment of B-24
and B-17 Bombers in the Mediteranean Theater fighting the air war with Germany numbered 2000 Heavy
Bombers. (From "15tr Air Force Story").
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